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PLAYWRITING

Using Immersive Theater for Multicultural Exploration
Theater encompasses many skills that enhance and speed language and literacy development. It is also an art form
that, by its nature, develops public speaking skills and self-confidence. From the writing of plays, to creating character
traits, to physicalizing those traits, to the performance of a complete work, theater can impact student learning via
multiple approaches. Through PiP’s playwriting- and performance-based Immersive Theater residency, students explore
folktales of various cultures, countries or regions (based on a school’s preference or curriculum) and ultimately adapt
and perform their own versions of these folktales.
Recent residencies have focused on the Tales of the Panchatantra of Southeast Asia, African folktales, Native
American folktales, Egyptian folktales and others. Using a variety of performance techniques, enhanced by
incorporating puppetry or visual art extensions, students are involved in a comprehensive immersion in the elements
of theater. The process can be tailored to enhance key skills for English Language Learners and Special Education
populations.
For both elementary and middle school populations, this residency introduces students to the timeless aspects
of these folktales, where relevant connections are made to contemporary folklore. Through vocal warm-ups, tonguetwisters, breathing techniques, improvisation, identifying and physicalizing character traits, honing performance skills,
storyboarding and the creation of dialogue, students read, deconstruct, re-imagine and adapt these folktales into plays,
which they then perform.

AFRICAN FOLKTALES
IMMERSIVE THEATER for
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS
Playwriting and theater performance gives students the opportunity to use their bodies and voices to bring
colorful characters to life, work collaboratively and build confidence—while enhancing their creative
expression and verbal and written skills. Identifying and physicalizing character traits and creating unique
adaptations of beloved West African tales speeds the English language learning process.

PUPPETRY IN PRACTICE

African Folktales
A 10-Week Residency
PS 159, Brooklyn
October-December 2014 (Winter 2014)
Michael Perreca and Andrew Murdock, Artists in Residence
Week 1 — PUPPET PRESENTATION AND READ THE TALES
Introduction
Anansi Puppet Presentation
Describe origin of Anansi and Ashanti tales
Introduce vocal and physical warm-up
• Techniques of correct breathing
• Tongue twisters (vocal warm-up)
• Crazy eights (physical warm-up)
Week 2 — EXPLORING THE CHARACTERS
Reading folk tales
Doing physical and vocal warm-up
Exploring characters
Giving characters and vocal and physical life
NOTE: For the 3rd grade class, we engaged in Puppet Making.
• Each student chooses to create Anansi or one of his children
• Based on the character traits of each Anansi figure, create a spider for the puppet presentation.
• Note how color choices reinforce character traits
Week 3 — CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT AND TABLEAU
Doing physical and vocal warm-up
Exploring character traits—adjectives
Giving characters and vocal and physical life
Working in pairs and groups to give characteristics a physical and vocal life
Week 4 — STORY BOARDING: Bringing our Stories to Life
Choosing and detailing (drawing) scenes from our stories and writing dialogue per key moment.
Week 5 — SCRIPT WRITING: Creating Scenes
Identifying the key moments in each story, students begin writing dialogue that corresponds with each “scene.” Based on
student suggestions, the script development begins.
Week 6 — BUILDING THE PLAY—Understanding the Elements
Linking all the key moments in the play, students build entire scenes, adding characters and slightly adjusting plotlines.
Original dialogue is developed by piecing together words, phrases and sentences that students have written and
suggested for individual scenes. (Note: This is an opportunity to make the story “contemporary,” if desired.) The moral of
the story always remains in tact.
NOTE: In the 2nd grade class, cut-outs of key characters are colored and decorated by the students. For Anansi Does the
Impossible, the characters include hornets, fairies and portions of the python. The python pieces will be connected to
extend across the stage for the final presentation.
• Note how each of the characters “feel” as students color them
• How can color choices enhance their character traits?

Week 7 — BUILDING THE PLAY—Understanding Adaptation
Each class studies how they and the other classes have effectively adapted their stories into plays. Students are assigned
roles and take turns reading their play out loud in front of the class.
Week 8 — BUILDING THE PLAY—Creating Dramatic Flow
The play is developed and completed, connecting dialogue for scenes written by the students, and integrating text from
the original stories, which becomes the role of the “Narrator” in each story. (Students or groups of students will become
the Narrator, a la a “Greek chorus.”)
Week 9 — REHEARSING THE PLAY—The Production
Students piece together all elements of the production.
Week 10 — PERFORMING THE PLAY—Show Time!
Students perform each of the three African folktales.

LESSON 1 - PUPPET PRESENTATION AND READ THE TALES
OBJECTIVE
In this initial lesson, students are introduced to the African Folktales (The Ashanti Tales), and their origins are
explained. Students understand that three selected tales will be interpreted into plays employing various theatre
techniques.
Students will accomplish:
• The correct way to breathe for vocal production
• The basics of vocal warm-ups: these enhance volume, diction, clarity, enunciation and pronunciation
• The basics of physical warm-ups: these encourage incorporating use of the body for creative expression and
character study

Common Core and Blueprint Concepts Addressed:

“Reading Standards for Literature K-5, Key Ideas and Details: Recount stories, including fables, tales and myths from
diverse cultures; determine the central message, lesson or moral; and explain how it is conveyed through key details in
the text.”
Materials:
BOOKS: Anansi the Spider and Anasi Does the Impossible; and “The Two Strangers” folktale
Key Concepts:
Folktales, Ashanti, Anansi, moral of the story, breathing with the diaphragm, tongue twisters
PUPPET PRESENTATION
1. Puppeteer presents puppet show
2. Discuss the characters and themes
3. What is the moral of the story?
STORY READING
1. Read three selected tales
2. Discuss their origin
3. Discuss the environment of these scenes and the time period they were written
4. Discuss the moral of the stories/purpose/message
5. Introduce proper diaphragmatic breathing
6. Use tongue twisters to enhance warming up voice and vocal mechanism to enhance diction and clarity. Supported
with proper breathing, voice projection is accomplished.

Vocal Exercises:
--“Ma, me, mi, mo, mu,” “Ta, te, ti, to, tu,” “La, le, li, lo, lu” etc. (Have students choose the next consonant for the vocal
warm-up run. This helps differentiate between consonants and vowels. It also promotes letter-sound association for ELL
students and gives them an active role in it—they choose the letter.)
--“The lips, the teeth, the tip of the tongue”
--“Rubber baby buggy bumpers”
--“Red leather, yellow leather”
--“The big black bug bled black blood”
--“Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers”
--“Unique New York. You need New York. You know you need unique New York.”
We attach physical connections to these warm-ups as well: something as simple as “Red leather,” extend right hand.
“Yellow leather,” extend left hand. Students associate movement with words.
Physical Warm-ups:
--Crazy Eights: Counting out loud, shake right wrist 8 times. Shake left wrist 8 times. Shake right foot 8 times. Shake
left foot 8 times. Counting out loud, shake right wrist 7 times. Shake left wrist 7 times. Shake right foot 7 times. Shake
left foot 7 times. Go faster! Counting out loud shake right wrist 6 times. Shake left wrist 6 times…etc. until, very fast,
heading to 1 time (right hand, left hand, right foot, left foot). End with “One. One. One. One. YEAH!” Wave hands in
the air.
Suggestions for the Classroom Teacher:
Continue vocal warm-ups and tongue twisters.
Discuss origins of tales.

LESSON 2- EXPLORING THE CHARACTERS
OBJECTIVE
Character traits are identified for the main characters in the stories.
Students will accomplish:
• Reviewing the text, identifying character traits and writing them down
• Physicalizing these character traits—giving these adjectives a physical life.
Materials:
“Let’s Talk Character” worksheets

Common Core and Blueprint Concepts Addressed:

“Reading Standards for Literature K-5, Key Idea and Details, and Craft and Structure: Describe characters in a story,
their character traits, motivations or feelings).”
Key Concepts:
Character, personality, adjectives, physicality
Procedure:
(All sessions begin with a physical and vocal warm-up)
1. For each of the main characters of the story, identify three character traits, using compelling descriptive words
2. Jog in place. On the count of three, when Leader yells out the character trait (examples: “CURIOUS!” or
“AMAZED!” or “CLEVER!”), the students physicalize the character traits.
Suggestions for the Classroom Teacher:
Work with students, based on skill level, to create more complex adjectives and words to physicalize. ELL students
are able to work their way up to more complex terms. (“Kind” becomes “generous,” etc.) “Advanced students have
physicalized more nuanced words such as “Trustworthy,” “Cooperative” and “Astonished.” Giving them a physical life
engages students in a more active way and opens them up to new ways of thinking of descriptive words.

LESSON 3 - CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT AND TABLEAU
OBJECTIVE
• Review the text, identify character traits, and write them down
• Physicalizing these character traits—giving these adjectives a physical life.
• Incorporate Tableau: Then work in pairs to bring a fuller definition of the character traits.
Students will accomplish:
• Review the text, identify character traits, and write them down
• Physicalizing these character traits—giving these adjectives a physical life.
• Working in groups to create tableau of character traits.
Materials:
“Let’s Talk Character” worksheets

Common Core and Blueprint Concepts Addressed:

“Reading Standards for Literature K-5, Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: Compare and contrast the themes, settings,
and plots of a story written by the same author about the same or similar characters.”
Key Concepts:
Tableau
Procedure:
1. For each of the main characters of the story, identify three character traits, using compelling descriptive words
2. Jog in place. On the count of three, when Leader yells out the character trait, students physicalize the character
traits.
3. Repeat the same process as Step 2, but this time, create the descriptive words in pairs or groups of three. These
descriptive “scenes” are frozen tableau to give a fuller, more active visual description of these character traits.
Suggestions for the Classroom Teacher:
Try the same kinesthetic techniques for Read-Alouds in Language Arts.

SPECIAL NOTES FOR WARM-UPS:
1. THE SIMPLEST PUPPET WITH IMMEDIATE RESULTS
Students extend a finger to enhance vocal projection during “the lips, the teeth, the tip of the tongue.” However, it is
suggested that the finger is also a puppet that can speak back. This is encourages vocal variety—using whispering or a
different voice for the puppet than the speaker, question and answer.
2. CONNECTING VOCAL WARM-UPS TO PUNCTUATION
When doing vocal warm-ups, using a finger as a puppet, you can connect punctuation to the intensity and tone of the
warm-up. Say “the lips, the teeth, the tip of the tongue” as if a period were at the end of the sentence; then a question
mark (asking someone else or looking at the finger as if the puppet were inquiring or whispering in the puppeteer’s ear);
then an exclamation point.
3. “BOP-BITTY-BOP-BOP-BOP:” A FOCUS EXERCISE
During the warm-up, or at the end of class, the game “Bop-Bitty-Bop” is introduced. If the Leader says “Bop,” the
student says nothing. If the Leader says “Bop-Bitty-Bop-Bop-Bop,” by the time the Leader finishes saying the phrase, the
student has to say “Bop.” If a student “misses,” he or she is “out,” until a winner is chosen. This is an excellent focus game,
but it also is a strong use of consonants for ELL students. We also found it works surprisingly well if Leader incorporates
a puppet as the Leader. Students stay focused on the puppet for directions.
4. ADDING CHARACTERS FROM OUR NEW YORK CITY COMMUNITY: VOCALIZING AND
PHYSICALIZING THEM
In addition to the physical and vocal warm-ups, we now add characters from our Community, introducing a line to
say and a physical pose. Leader asks class to jog in place, counts to 3, and on “THREE” announces a character from the
Community. Students display the physical action and say the line they’ve learned for each character—clearly showing
the physical aspects of the character while expressing their personalities or character traits. Leader resumes, students
jog in place, Leader counts to 3, announces another character. Sometimes Leader announces character after character
without jogging or counting, then resumes jogging. This enhances focus and following directions.

The NYC Community characters are:

1. Police Officer: Extend one hand out (indicating “Stop”) and point left and right with the other, saying, “Look both
ways!”
2. Firefighter: Hold imaginary “hose” over shoulder, saying, “I’ll save you!”
3. Cab Driver: Hold “steering wheel” with one hand, and with the other point out and then to self, saying “Are YOU
talking to ME?!”
4. Rock Star: Take off imaginary “sunglasses,” wag finger, saying, “No autographs, please!” Then strike “rock star” pose.
5. Sanitation Worker: Pick up imaginary trash can, toss contents in the “truck,” saying, “PPPP-UUU!” (as in “pea,
you”—reacting to the smell of garbage)

OUR CLASSES HAVE CREATED AND ADDED

6. School Teacher: Miming pulling hair out or holding head, saying “Please do your homework!” or “Stop talking,
please!” or “Open your bookbags.”
7. Mayor: With one hand folded on chest and the other waving to the crowd, saying, “Hello, people of New York!”

LESSON 4 - STORY BOARDING: Bringing our Stories to Life
OBJECTIVE
Fold a piece of paper in half, then in half again, so that it has four boxes. Each quadrant will be used to draw a scene
(a key moment) in the story. Scene by scene, each key moment is drawn, and students are asked to write dialogue
for the characters in the scenes. By introducing story-boarding, students are led to indentify key moments in a story.
These become the outline of the script and help define a sequence of events, and cause-effect relationships. One scene
progresses to the next as a result of the actions taken or emotions expressed. Story-boarding also enhances character
differentiation.
Students will accomplish:
• Identifying the key moments in the stories
• Experience the story from the character’s point of view, by creating dialogue that expresses feelings, emotions and
reactions
• Developing complete sentence structure, including punctuation, and vocabulary while writing dialogue.
Materials:
A piece of paper; pencils or crayons

Common Core and Blueprint Concepts Addressed:

“Craft and Structure: Distinguish their own point of view from that of the narrator or those of the characters.”
Key Concepts:
Storyboard; expression; point of view; playwriting
Procedure:
1. Each key moment is discussed and reviewed.
2. Students are asked to write dialogue for the characters in the scenes.
3. Explain that the sequence of events, based on cause-effect relationships, become the script. One scene progresses
to the next as a result of the actions taken or emotions expressed. Story-boarding also enhances character
differentiation.
Suggestions for the Classroom Teacher
How can story-boarding be used for highlighting key moments or define character traits in other works of literature?

LESSON 5 - SCRIPT WRITING: Creating Scenes
OBJECTIVE
After identifying the key moments in each story, students begin writing dialogue that corresponds with each “scene.”
Based on various student suggestions, the script development begins.
Students will accomplish:
• Collaborative writing
• Team building
• Script development
Materials:
Paper; pens or pencils

Common Core and Blueprint Concepts Addressed:

“Writing Standards: Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique,
descriptive details, and clear event sequences.
a. Establish a situation and introduce a narrator and/or characters; organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally.
b. Use dialogue and descriptions of actions, thoughts, and feelings to develop experiences and events or show the
response of characters to situations.”
Key Concepts:
Phrase; punctuation for emphasis; capitalization for emphasis; script; playwriting
Procedure:
1. Students write dialogue for characters in key moments of the story.
2. Leader takes words, phrases and sentences from these suggestions and writes them on the board, so that the students
understand their script is actually being built from elements of their suggestions. (Note: Sometimes even small
words or reactions like “Wow!” “Ah! “What?” “Hmmm” are very important contributions. Lines are pieced together
from these suggestions.
3. Students read the new dialogue aloud. Some students could stand and act out the new dialogue to clarify character
traits, intention or degree of expression.
Suggestions for the Classroom Teacher:
Create “scenes” for other classroom explorations in history, science, language arts, etc. What could key figures say or
think?

LESSON 6 - BUILDING THE PLAY—Understanding the Elements
OBJECTIVE
Student begin attaching physicality and vocal variety to their dialogue. Movement, characterization and dialogue
become the elements of performance.
Students will accomplish:
• Physicalizing their characters and their own dialogue
Materials:
Previously created scenes.

Common Core and Blueprint Concepts Addressed:

“Writing Standards, Production and Distribution of Writing: With guidance and support from adults, produce writing
in which the development and organization are appropriate to task and purpose.”
Key Concepts:
Acting; expression; gestures; emotions
Procedure:
1. In addition to usual vocal and physical warm-up, add New York City Community warm-up above. Do this for every
warm-up moving forward. This immediately reminds students to give their characters a physical life and adds vocal
expression.
2. Review scenes written and take turns physicalizing dialogue.
3. Explain that connecting the two is the basis of acting. When we are the Police Officer, or the Firefighter or the Rock
Star, when we are “frozen” in a pose, ask “How do I feel right now?” The students connect emotions or character
traits to the physicality of the people in our Community.
4. Review how punctuation gives clues to character expression.
Suggestions for the Classroom Teacher:
Note the connection between punctuation and expression in other literature.

LESSON 7 - BUILDING THE PLAY—Understanding Adaptation
OBJECTIVE
Students build entire scenes, adding characters and adjusting plotlines, (and using contemporary sentences and phrases,
if desired).
Students will accomplish:
• Adaptation
• Creating an original work
• Extrapolating a tale in a contemporary context, understanding its meaning today
Materials:
Paper; pens or pencils

Common Core and Blueprint Concepts Addressed:

“Writing Standards, Production and Distribution of Writing: With guidance and support from peers and adults,
develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, and editing.”
“Responding to Literature: Recognize and make connections in narratives, poetry, and drama to other texts, ideas,
cultural perspectives, personal events, and situations.”
Key Concepts:
Editing; collaboration; traditional vs. contemporary
Procedure:
1. Continue play writing
2. Add characters or dialogue to the story that give it an expanded life
3. If desired, provide contemporary dialogue to give the story immediacy and relevance to everyday life
Suggestions for the Classroom Teacher:
Discuss what other works have been adapted from a book or story to become plays, TV shows or movies.

LESSON 8 - BUILDING THE PLAY—Creating Dramatic Flow
OBJECTIVE
The play is developed and completed, connecting dialogue for scenes written by the students. Integrating text from the
original stories, the role of the “Narrator” is defined. (Students or groups of students will become the Narrator. This replicates the traditional Greek chorus.)
Students will accomplish:
• Understanding narration
• Seeing a finished work taking shape, based on their writing and suggestions
• Visually seeing text extracted from a story, combined with original written work
Materials:
Paper; pen or pencil

Common Core and Blueprint Concepts Addressed:

“Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: Actively engage in group reading activities with purpose and
understanding.”
Key Concepts:
Script; production
Procedure:
1. Having extracted text from the original story, integrate story text with the students’ dialogue.
2. Explain the role of the Narrator.
3. Read the new “play” out loud
Suggestions for the Classroom Teacher:
What other short plays can students read?

SAMPLE STUDENT WRITTEN SCRIPTS
Anansi Does the Impossible
2-204 Ms. Rodriguez’s Class
GROUP 1: One beautiful day, long, long ago in Africa, Anansi the Spider said to his wife, Aso,
ANANSI: Aso, I want to buy the folk tales of our storytellers from the Sky God so we can share them with our Ashanti
community.
GROUP 1: And Aso said,
ASO: OK. They will be happy, but you are a spider. You are small. You are not strong.
ANANSI: Well, I want those tales. We will go to the Sky God.
GROUP 2: So Anansi and Aso went on a journey to see the Sky God. They felt the warmth of the sun. Then Anansi
puffed out his chest and said,
ANANSI: Sky God, I have come to buy your stories!
GROUP 2: The Sky God beat his thunder…
ALL: TUN! TUN! TUN!
GROUP 2: And said…
SKY GOD: What?!! Kings have tried and failed. You are a spider!
ANANSI: I will prove to you that I can do this. I am powerful too.
GROUP 2: The Sky God beat his thunder again…
ALL: TUN! TUN! TUN!
SKY GOD: If you want these folk tales, you have to do three impossible tasks!
Bring me a LIVE PYTHON, a REAL FAIRY, and 47 STINGING HORNETS.
ANANSI: That’s simple. I can do that!
ASO: UH-OH!
GROUP 3: And Anansi and Aso went to find a python. Suddenly, one came slithering by, looking for water.
ALL: Wasa! Wasa! Wasa!
GROUP 3: Anansi and Aso whispered.

ALL: Pesa, pesa, pesa!!!
ANANSI: It is longer than he is.
ASO: I don’t think so.
GROUP 3: The Python said,
PYTHON: What are you talking about?
ANANSI: Are you longer than this log?
PYTHON: Of course!
ASO: Prove it!
GROUP 3: The Python stretched and stretched. Anansi rapidly tied the Python to the log.
ANANSI: I got you! Now I am going to take you to the Sky God!
GROUP 3: The Sky God saw the Python and beat his thunder.
ALL: TUN! TUN! TUN!
SKY GOD: You did it! But you did not bring me a real fairy or 47 stinging hornets.
GROUP 1: So, Aso whispered to Anansi.
ALL: Pesa. Pesa. Pesa!
ANANSI & ASO: Be right back!
GROUP 1: They carved a wooden fairy and covered it with glue. They put a bowl of banana fufu in its hands. The moon
came out and the fairies started playing.
ALL: Wee. Wee! Weee!!!
ANANSI: Come try this fufu!
GROUP 1: And one fairy touched the wooden fairy covered with glue and got stuck!
FAIRY: Ah!!!! Save me! Let me go! Ahhhhh!
GROUP 1: Anansi and Aso took the Fairy to the Sky God.
ALL: TUN! TUN! TUN!
SKY GOD: I admire you, Anansi. But there are no 47 stinging hornets.
GROUP 1: Aso whispered to Anansi.
ALL: Pesa. Pesa, Pesa!

ANANSI & ASO: Be right back!
GROUP 2: They went to do the final task. They found an empty gourd and brought it to a hornet’s nest.
ALL: BUZZ! BUZZ! BUZZ!
ANANSI: Do you want a better nest? This is a better place to live.
GROUP 3: One by one, they went inside the gourd.
ASO: 45, 46, 47! ALL DONE!
GROUP 3: And the hornets said…
HORNETS: Ahhh! Get us out of here! Oh no! BUZZZZZZZ!!!
GROUP 3: They went to the Sky God.
ALL: TUN! TUN! TUN!
SKY GOD: You are very powerful, little spider! You did the impossible. You may have the folk tales to share with your
Ashanti community.
ANANSI: Thank you!
ASO: That’s my hubby!
ALL: And that’s why these West African stories are called The Ashanti Tales!

The Two Strangers
By 4-303 Ms. Davis’ Class
NARRATOR: Two strangers in Africa searched for a village just as night was falling.
ZOEY: Walk faster! We’re almost there!
ZACK: I’m trying! Look! What a beautiful village!
NARRATOR 1: A very friendly chief greeted them.
CHIEF: Welcome, friends. What’s mine is yours! You can eat a lot of food and you can sleep in our comfortable beds, but
you cannot snore! You will die! It’s tradition.
ZOEY & ZACK: OK…
ZOEY: Well, I’m not going to be killed. Don’t snore.
ZACK: Yo, this a good deal.

NARRATOR: They fell asleep. Zack started snoring.
ALL: (Snoring sound)
ZOEY: Oh, no! You are snoring!
ZACK: What? No way!
NARRATOR: Then they heard the sharpening of knives.
ALL: (Knife sound)
ZOEY: Wake up! They are sharpening their knives! I’m not dying because of you.
Oh gosh! Let’s run! Let’s hide! AHHH!
NARRATOR: The villagers came closer to where they were resting. They were still sharpening their knives.
ALL: (Knife sound)
OUTSIDE VILLAGER: I heard a person snoring. My dream came true!
ALL: (Snoring sound)
NARRATOR: Zoey was frightened and thought very fast. She said to the Chief and his people,
ZOEY: I’ve got an idea! Let’s dance and sing Gummy Bear!
VILLAGER 1: Yay! Get the chips!
VILLAGER 2: It’s party time! Let’s dance!
(SONG—They sing part of The GUMMY BEAR song)
NARRATOR: The Chief was very pleased.
CHIEF: I’m happy because of you! Nice song! Here is some money.
NARRATOR: The Chief gave them a bag full of money. Zach and Zoey started arguing about who gets the bigger portion of the money.
ZACK: I get a bigger portion because I was the one who was snoring. If it wasn’t for me we would never be dancing and
singing.
ZOEY: Uh-UH! I was clever. If we weren’t singing and dancing you’d be dead.
CHIEF: That is enough! You should share. Less arguing and more singing! Let’s dance!
(SONG—They sing the whole GUMMY BEAR song)

Anansi and His Six Children
By 3-306 Ms. Wishy’s Class
NARRATOR: Anansi the spider had six children:
See Trouble
Road Builder
River Drinker
Animal Skinner
Rock Thrower
and Cushion
Anansi always got into a heap of trouble.
ANANSI: I love adventure! I love a journey!
NARRATOR: His children had special powers that saved Anansi when he got into trouble.
NARRATOR: One day, wandering far from home, Anansi got lost. See Trouble said,
SEE TROUBLE: Father is in trouble! I know it!
NARRATOR: It was true. A fish in the river swallowed him. Road Builder said,
ROAD BUILDER: Follow me! I’ll build the road.
NARRATOR: They got to the river. River Drinker said,
RIVER DRINKER: Time for a big drink! Anyone have a straw?
NARRATOR: They river was gone. They found the fish. Animal Skinner said,
ANIMAL SKINNER: My turn. Here’s my knife.
NARRATOR: The fish was cut open, but then a giant bird dropped down from the sky and grabbed Anansi. Rock
Thrower said,
ROCK THROWER: Watch me throw! I should play for the Yankees!
NARRATOR: Anansi fell out of the bird’s mouth. Cushion said,
CUSHION: Land on me, Pop! I’m soft!
NARRATOR: Anansi was filled with happiness.
ANANSI: I see that giant globe of light in the sky. I want to give it to my children! I don’t know who deserves it most.
NARRATOR: Nyame, the God of All Things, said,
NYAME: You are always getting into trouble, Anansi. I will keep it in the sky for all of your children to enjoy!
NARRATOR: And it is still there in the sky every night!

So, let’s review:
Anansi is: Naughty
See Trouble is: Trustworthy
Road Builder is: Creative
River Drinker is: Thirsty
Animal Skinner is: Helpful
Rock Thrower is: Powerful
Cushion is: Gentle
And Nyame is: Wise
ALL: OH, YEAH!!!

LESSON 9 - REHEARSING THE PLAY—The Production
OBJECTIVE
Students are assigned roles and rehearse the production. Sharing of roles is encouraged. Varying the role of the Narrator,
in previously assigned groups, or the occasional single speaker, could make for dynamic choral reading. The script may
or may not be memorized.
Students will accomplish:
• Choral reading
• Following direction
• Memorization
• Stronger practice skills through repetition
Materials:
Scripts; puppets; props as needed

Common Core and Blueprint Concepts Addressed:

“Blueprint for Theatre: Staging
Students will be able to:
• Recognize and respect the designated playing area and personal space in activities, group sharings and performances.
• Understand and use basic vocabulary related to stage directions and areas of the stage.
• Demonstrate appropriate onstage and offstage behavior.
• Make appropriate use of costumes and props in activities, sharings and performances.”
Key Concepts:
Rehearsal; director; chorus and/or ensemble
Procedure:
1. Complete all scenic, puppet and costume items.
2. Assign roles so that students get as much shared “stage” time as possible—sharing roles, breaking the Narrator
into groups, sharing puppets. Try to encourage students to break out of their comfort level just a bit and immerse
themselves into the world of the characters, based on the character traits they’ve created.
3. Remember to incorporate the breathing, volume, diction and enunciation skills developed during the weekly warmups.
4. Continue the rehearsal process—review and repeat. Repeat as often as possible, perhaps throughout the week.
Suggestions for the Classroom Teacher:
Can the art teacher, music teacher, dance teacher or other teachers assist in the development of the production to further
the collaborative process? (In this production, the music teacher taught the 4th graders The Gummy Bear Song and the
Villagers sang it as part of their performance.)

LESSON 10 - PERFORMING THE PLAY—Show Time!
OBJECTIVE
Students perform their adaptations of African Folktales.
Students will accomplish:
Students will experience the thrill of performance, successfully working in groups and developing a sense of
accomplishment.
Materials:
Necessary scenic, costume, puppet and prop elements.

Common Core and Blueprint Concepts Addressed:

“Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas: Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an experience with appropriate
facts and relevant, descriptive details, speaking clearly at an understandable pace.”
Key Concepts:
Teamwork
Procedure:
1. Students assemble in a classroom, along with teachers, principals and invited guests for final performance.
2. Teacher, Teaching Artist or students introduce production and its creation
3. Students perform their plays
Suggestions for the Classroom Teacher:
Choose another African folktale (or Anansi or Ashanti tale, specifically) to create and perform a smaller-scale classroom
adaptation.

PUPPET MAKING EXTENSION

RESPONSE FROM TEACHERS
1. WHAT DO YOU DETERMINE TO BE THE STRENGTHS OF THE PROGRAM? (THINKING
ABOUT YOUR EXPECTATIONS, DID ANYTHING SURPRISE YOU?)
The greatest strength of Puppetry in Practice is bringing literature to life. We took the story of Anansi with Andrew and
Mr. Perreca (along with Brooklyn College Student Teachers) and created a play that the students then performed using
puppets they created. My students were able to practice letter sound relationships, phonemic awareness skills, as well as
building muscles in their mouths to speak that they may not use when speaking a different language.
Mr. Perreca also introduced Latin to the students giving me an easy way to continue to show them how Latin can be
found in many words and used to decode the meaning of unknown words, like knowing that octo means 8, when you
see octuplets, you know it has something to do with 8.
The most profound strength of the program is the students’ interest was sparked and they wanted to read and speak.
The children loved expressing themselves.
This year we did make puppets, and the kids loved doing it. While making the puppets children spoke about their
puppets and how they related to the story. They practiced using dialogue, following directions, and strengthening fine
motor skills. We work on projection and clarity as well.

2. DID YOU NOTICE SIGNIFICANT GROWTH IN STUDENTS BY BEING ENGAGED IN THIS
MULTIPRONGED PROCESS? (IF SO, PLEASE GIVE EXAMPLES. BE AS DETAILED AS POSSIBLE.)
My students have a greater enjoyment and understanding of character traits as that was a big focus. They know which
characters are generous, which are caring, along with the actions and words that were displayed in the text that showed
that trait.

3. DID YOU DISCOVER TECHNIQUES THAT YOU COULD APPLY TO YOUR CLASSROOM
LEARNING? IF SO, WHAT?
One thing that I can do now with my classroom is have students act out new vocabulary words. This total physical
response is an excellent way for ELL students to build vocabulary. However, I had learned this one last year, so nothing
new yet, but, I’m sure I will learn some new techniques in the next upcoming 10 weeks.

4. WHAT ELSE WOULD YOU LIKE US TO KNOW?
Puppetry in Practice is amazing. The students love it. I would love to see it grow into something where each child
creates their own adaptation of a story, if capable. For those not at that level we can differentiate it to have them write an
adaptation as a group. Reader’s Theatre should be a bigger part of literature at P.S.159 as it motivates students to read,
write, speak and listen. Finally, people are more afraid to speak publicly than they are to die (according to studies).
What better way to conquer this fear than when the children are young and can use these skills?

1. WHAT DO YOU DETERMINE TO BE THE STRENGTHS OF THE PROGRAM AS RELATED TO YOUR
STUDENTS? (DID ANYTHING SURPRISE YOU?)
The program was most effective in allowing my students to strengthen their expressive language skills and listening
skills. They collaborated and wrote a creative piece that reflected the content of what they were studying.
2. DID YOU NOTICE SIGNIFICANT GROWTH IN STUDENTS BY BEING ENGAGED IN THIS
MULTIPRONGED PROCESS? (IF SO, PLEASE GIVE EXAMPLES. BE AS DETAILED AS POSSIBLE.)
I noticed that they retained information more quickly and for a longer period of time. Their skit was memorized and
they were able to offer insight into the creative process at will.
3. DID YOU OBSERVE TECHNIQUES THAT YOU COULD APPLY TO YOUR CLASSROOM TEACHING? IF
SO, WHAT?
I can definitely have students act out scenes to teach vocabulary and social studies from now on. They were engaged and
working efficiently.
4. WHAT ELSE WOULD YOU LIKE US TO KNOW?
The program was most refreshing. My students are in a special education setting and they functioned without delays
and were engaged. This is valuable in this setting so I definitely learned a lot as a teacher and will be applying these
techniques. Thank you so much.

NATIVE AMERICAN
FOLKTALES
IMMERSIVE THEATER for
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS
Directly linking theater performance and play writing to Social Studies curriculum provides 2nd, 3rd, 4th and
5th Grade students with the opportunity to understand traditional Native American family structures and
cooperative communities, and their compelling folktales. The residency explores Native American nations, their
origins and cultural values. Unique play adaptations are written and performed for various folktales, and shared
during the final pow-wow.

PUPPETRY IN PRACTICE

Native American Folktales
A 10-Week Residency
PS 159, Brooklyn
January-March 2015
Michael Perreca, Artist in Residence
Developed for English Language Learners and Special Education students
Week 1 — READ THE TALES
• Introduction
• Reading of “The Rough Face Girl” — draw parallels to the Cinderella story
• Describe origin of The Native American folktales
• Introduce vocal and physical warm-up
- Techniques of correct breathing
- Tongue twisters (vocal warm-up)
- Crazy eights (physical warm-up)
Week 2 — ADDING STORIES & EXPLORING THE CHARACTERS
There were eight classes in this residency — each class gets its own folktale to adapt. One second grade class adapted
“The Rough Face Girl.” Seven other stories, from various Native American nations, were selected from the book “The
Girl Who Helped Thunder, and Other Native American Folktales.”
•
•
•

Doing physical and vocal warm-up
Exploring characters
Giving characters and vocal and physical life

The stories adapted during this residency included:
The Rough Face Girl
The Coming of Corn
Why the Moon Has One Eye
Maushop the Good Giant
The Ball Game
Turtle’s Race With Wolf
How the Buffalo Came to Be
The Girl Who Helped Thunder
Week 3 — SOCIAL STUDIES UNIT: LEARNING ABOUT NATIVE AMERICAN CULTURE
Since each story comes from various Native American nations, we discovered and identified the origins of the stories,
the portion of the United States in which each nation lived and where their ancestors may live today.
In addition, we were given and reviewed a Native American vocabulary sheet, and related these terms to the stories we
were reading and adapting.
A slideshow detailed images of Native American communities and Native American families. We learned how wampum
belts are made and how important they are to Native American culture. The colors, images and relation to nature are
very significant.
We also learned about the Three Sisters of the Iroquois Nation (and other communities in the Northeast).
CORN • BEANS • SQUASH

Week 4 — CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT AND TABLEAU
• Doing physical and vocal warm-up
• Exploring character traits—adjectives
• Giving characters and vocal and physical life
• Working in pairs and groups to give characteristics a physical and vocal life
• Choosing and detailing (drawing) scenes from our stories and writing dialogue per key moment.
Week 5 — SCRIPT WRITING: Bringing Our Stories to Life and Creating Scenes
• Identifying the key moments in each story, students begin writing dialogue that corresponds with each “scene.”
Based on student suggestions, the script development begins.
Week 6 — BUILDING THE PLAY—Understanding the Elements
Linking all the key moments in the play, students build entire scenes, adding characters and slightly adjusting plotlines.
Original dialogue is developed by piecing together words, phrases and sentences that students have written and
suggested for individual scenes. (Note: This is an opportunity to make the story “contemporary,” if desired.) The moral of
the story always remains in tact.
NOTE: “WAMPUM” ART PROJECT
• Understanding how important wampum is in sharing information about the Native American communities, their
values and interests, we create our own “wampum” with paper and drawn images
• Using squares of colored paper, students are asked to use various shapes to draw and detail things that are
meaningful to them (the shapes emulate the style of the wampum). What do others want to know about them? Or
they can draw a scene from the story they are adapting. Choices included:
- Their families
- Their favorite kind of day
- Their connection with nature
- Their favorite scene from their Native American story
• The pages are collected and folded so that they are linked in a colorful “accordion” style, which can be folded up
into a small book and expanded into a full-scale banner decoration.
• Native American music was played during this exercise to help students connect to the culture and “peaceful” feeling
Week 7 — BUILDING THE PLAY — Understanding Adaptation
Each class studies how they and the other classes have effectively adapted their stories into plays. Students are assigned
roles and take turns reading their play out loud in front of the class.
Week 8 — BUILDING THE PLAY — Creating Dramatic Flow
The play is developed and completed, connecting dialogue for scenes written by the students, and integrating text from
the original stories, which becomes the role of the “Narrator” in each story. (Students or groups of students will become
the Narrator, a la a “Greek chorus.”)
Week 9 — REHEARSING THE PLAY — The Production
Students piece together all elements of the production.
Week 10 — PERFORMING THE PLAY — Show Time
Students perform dramatic readings of the eight Native American folktales, sharing them in a powwow. (Again, Native
American music can be added to the final sharing to set the tone.)

LESSON 1 — READ THE TALES
OBJECTIVE
In this initial lesson, students are introduced to Native American Folktales and their origins are explained. Students
understand that a total of eight selected tales will be interpreted into plays employing various theatre techniques. The
final sharing will be called a “powwow.”
Students will accomplish:
• The correct way to breathe for vocal production
• The basics of vocal warm-ups: these enhance volume, diction, clarity, enunciation and pronunciation
• The basics of physical warm-ups: these encourage incorporating use of the body for creative expression and
character study
Materials:
BOOKS:
The Rough Face Girl by Rafe Martin
The Girl Who Helped Thunder, and other Native American folktales by James and Joseph Bruchac

Common Core and Blueprint Concepts Addressed:

“Reading Standards for Literature K-5, Key Ideas and Details: Recount stories, including fables, tales and myths from
diverse cultures; determine the central message, lesson or moral; and explain how it is conveyed through key details in
the text.”
Key Concepts:
Folktales, Native American, moral of the story, breathing with the diaphragm, tongue twisters
STORY READING
1. Read three selected tales
2. Discuss their origin
3. Discuss the environment of these scenes and the
time period they were written
4. Discuss the moral of the stories/purpose/message
5. Introduce proper diaphragmatic breathing
6. Use tongue twisters to enhance warming up voice
and vocal mechanism to enhance diction and clarity.
Supported with proper breathing, voice projection is
accomplished.
Suggestions for the Classroom Teacher:
Continue vocal warm-ups and tongue twisters.
Discuss origins of tales.

Physical Warm-ups:

--Crazy Eights: Counting out loud, shake right wrist 8
times. Shake left wrist 8 times. Shake right foot 8 times.
Shake left foot 8 times. Counting out loud, shake right
wrist 7 times. Shake left wrist 7 times. Shake right foot
7 times. Shake left foot 7 times. Go faster! Counting
out loud shake right wrist 6 times. Shake left wrist 6
times…etc. until, very fast, heading to 1 time (right
hand, left hand, right foot, left foot). End with “One.
One. One. One. YEAH!” Wave hands in the air.

Vocal Exercises:

--“Ma, me, mi, mo, mu,” “Ta, te, ti, to, tu,” “La, le, li, lo, lu” etc. (Have students
choose the next consonant for the vocal warm-up run. This helps differentiate
between consonants and vowels. It also promotes letter-sound association for
ELL students and gives them an active role in it—they choose the letter.)
--“The lips, the teeth, the tip of the tongue”
--“Rubber baby buggy bumpers”
--“Red leather, yellow leather”
--“The big black bug bled black blood”
--“Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers”
--“Unique New York. You need New York. You know you need unique New
York.”
We attach physical connections to these warm-ups as well: something as simple
as “Red leather,” extend right hand. “Yellow leather,” extend left hand. Students
associate movement with words.
SPECIAL NOTES FOR WARM-UPS:
1. THE SIMPLEST PUPPET WITH IMMEDIATE RESULTS
Students extend a finger to enhance vocal projection during “the lips, the teeth, the tip of the tongue.” However, it is suggested
that the finger is also a puppet that can speak back. This is encourages vocal variety—using whispering or a different voice for the
puppet than the speaker, question and answer.
2. CONNECTING VOCAL WARM-UPS TO PUNCTUATION
When doing vocal warm-ups, using a finger as a puppet, you can connect punctuation to the intensity and tone of the warm-up.
Say “the lips, the teeth, the tip of the tongue” as if a period were at the end of the sentence; then a question mark (asking someone
else or looking at the finger as if the puppet were inquiring or whispering in the puppeteer’s ear); then an exclamation point.
3. “BOP-BITTY-BOP-BOP-BOP:” A FOCUS EXERCISE
During the warm-up, or at the end of class, the game “Bop-Bitty-Bop” is introduced. If the Leader says “Bop,” the student says
nothing. If the Leader says “Bop-Bitty-Bop-Bop-Bop,” by the time the Leader finishes saying the phrase, the student has to say
“Bop.” If a student “misses,” he or she is “out,” until a winner is chosen. This is an excellent focus game, but it also is a strong use of
consonants for ELL students. We also found it works surprisingly well if Leader incorporates a puppet as the Leader. Students stay
focused on the puppet for directions.
4. ADDING CHARACTERS FROM OUR NEW YORK CITY COMMUNITY: VOCALIZING AND PHYSICALIZING THEM
In addition to the physical and vocal warm-ups, we now add characters from our Community, introducing a line to say and
a physical pose. Leader asks class to jog in place, counts to 3, and on “THREE” announces a character from the Community.
Students display the physical action and say the line they’ve learned for each character—clearly showing the physical aspects of
the character while expressing their personalities or character traits. Leader resumes, students jog in place, Leader counts to 3,
announces another character. Sometimes Leader announces character after character without jogging or counting, then resumes
jogging. This enhances focus and following directions.
The NYC Community characters are:
1. Police Officer: Extend one hand out (indicating “Stop”) and point left and right with the other, saying, “Look both ways!”
2. Firefighter: Hold imaginary “hose” over shoulder, saying, “I’ll save you!”
3. Cab Driver: Hold “steering wheel” with one hand, and with the other point out and then to self, saying “Are YOU talking to
ME?!”
4. Rock Star: Take off imaginary “sunglasses,” wag finger, saying, “No autographs, please!” Then strike “rock star” pose.
5. Sanitation Worker: Pick up imaginary trash can, toss contents in the “truck,” saying, “PPPP-UUU!” (as in “pea, you”—reacting
to the smell of garbage)
OUR CLASSES HAVE CREATED AND ADDED
6. School Teacher: Miming pulling hair out or holding head, saying “Please do your homework!” or “Stop talking, please!” or
“Open your book bags.”
7. Mayor: With one hand folded on chest and the other waving to the crowd, saying, “Hello, people of New York!”

LESSON 2 - ADDING STORIES & EXPLORING THE CHARACTERS
OBJECTIVE
Character traits are identified for the main characters in the stories.
Students will accomplish:
• Reviewing the text, identifying character traits and writing them down
• Physicalizing these character traits—giving these adjectives a physical life.
Materials:
“Let’s Talk Character” worksheets

Common Core and Blueprint Concepts Addressed:

“Reading Standards for Literature K-5, Key Idea and Details, and Craft and Structure: Describe characters in a story,
their character traits, motivations or feelings).”
Key Concepts:
Character, personality, adjectives, physicality
Procedure:
(All sessions begin with a physical and vocal warm-up)
1. For each of the main characters of the story, identify three character traits, using compelling descriptive words
2. Jog in place. On the count of three, when Leader yells out the character trait (examples: “CURIOUS!” or
“AMAZED!” or “CLEVER!”), the students physicalize the character traits.
Suggestions for the Classroom Teacher:
Work with students, based on skill level, to create more complex adjectives and words to physicalize. ELL students
are able to work their way up to more complex terms. (“Kind” becomes “generous,” etc.) “Advanced students have
physicalized more nuanced words such as “Trustworthy,” “Cooperative” and “Astonished.” Giving them a physical life
engages students in a more active way and opens them up to new ways of thinking of descriptive words.

NATIVE AMERICAN FOLKTALES
LET’S TALK CHARACTER!
Use three words that best describe these characters
CHARACTER 1 -1.
2.
3.
CHARACTER 2 -1.
2.
3.
CHARACTER 3 -1.
2.
3.
How can use our voice to show what these words mean?
Now, let’s try creating the same words with our bodies.
Combining voice and body helps us create characters!
	
  

LESSON 3 - SOCIAL STUDIES UNIT: LEARNING ABOUT NATIVE AMERICAN CULTURE
SOCIAL STUDIES UNIT:
Identify the Native American nation from which their class’ story is derived and where on the map that nation lived.
Where do their ancestors live today?
Viewing the supplied images of a Native American community and a Native American family name five character traits
that describe their values and way of life for each image.
Area of discussion and vocabulary include:
Nature-loving • Resourceful (as well as using and respecting Natural Resources) • Creative • Division of labor
(responsible, hard-working, determined) • Nomadic life (temporary homes) • Wigwams, teepees and longhouses •
Peaceful people (peace-loving) • Respectful of animals
Students will accomplish:
• Map skills
• A deeper understanding of day-to-day life, family structure, cultural values, artistic skills and resourcefulness of
Native Americans
• Familiarity of vocabulary words as connected to visual images
OBJECTIVE
• Review the text, identify character traits, and write them down
• Physicalizing these character traits—giving these adjectives a physical life.
• Incorporate Tableau: Then work in pairs to bring a fuller definition of the character traits.
Students will accomplish:
• Review the text, identify character traits, and write them down
• Physicalizing these character traits—giving these adjectives a physical life.
• Working in groups to create tableau of character traits.
Materials:
“Let’s Talk Character” worksheets

Common Core and Blueprint Concepts Addressed:

“Reading Standards for Literature K-5, Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: Compare and contrast the themes, settings,
and plots of a story written by the same author about the same or similar characters.”
Key Concepts:
Tableau
Procedure:
1. For each of the main characters of the story, identify three character traits, using compelling descriptive words
2. Jog in place. On the count of three, when Leader yells out the character trait, students physicalize the character traits.
3. Repeat the same process as Step 2, but this time, create the descriptive words in pairs or groups of three. These
descriptive “scenes” are frozen tableau to give a fuller, more active visual description of these character traits.
Suggestions for the Classroom Teacher:
Try the same kinesthetic techniques for Read-Alouds in Language Arts.

LESSON 4 - CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT AND TABLEAU
OBJECTIVE
Fold a piece of paper in half, then in half again, so that it has four boxes. Each quadrant will be used to draw a scene
(a key moment) in the story. Scene by scene, each key moment is drawn, and students are asked to write dialogue
for the characters in the scenes. By introducing story-boarding, students are led to indentify key moments in a story.
These become the outline of the script and help define a sequence of events, and cause-effect relationships. One scene
progresses to the next as a result of the actions taken or emotions expressed. Story-boarding also enhances character
differentiation.
Students will accomplish:
• Identifying the key moments in the stories
• Experience the story from the character’s point of view, by creating dialogue that expresses feelings, emotions and
reactions
• Developing complete sentence structure, including punctuation, and vocabulary while writing dialogue.
Materials:
A piece of paper; pencils or crayons

Common Core and Blueprint Concepts Addressed:

“Craft and Structure: Distinguish their own point of view from that of the narrator or those of the characters.”
Key Concepts:
Storyboard; expression; point of view; playwriting
Procedure:
1. Each key moment is discussed and reviewed.
2. Students are asked to write dialogue for the characters in the scenes.
3. Explain that the sequence of events, based on cause-effect relationships, become the script. One scene progresses
to the next as a result of the actions taken or emotions expressed. Story-boarding also enhances character
differentiation.
Suggestions for the Classroom Teacher
How can story-boarding be used for highlighting key moments or define character traits in other works of literature?

LESSON 5 - SCRIPT WRITING: Bringing Our Stories to Life and Creating Scenes
OBJECTIVE
After identifying the key moments in each story, students begin writing dialogue that corresponds with each “scene.”
Based on various student suggestions, the script development begins.
Students will accomplish:
• Collaborative writing
• Team building
• Script development
Materials:
Paper; pens or pencils

Common Core and Blueprint Concepts Addressed:

“Writing Standards: Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique,
descriptive details, and clear event sequences.
a. Establish a situation and introduce a narrator and/or characters; organize an event sequence that unfolds naturally.
b. Use dialogue and descriptions of actions, thoughts, and feelings to develop experiences and events or show the
response of characters to situations.”
Key Concepts:
Phrase; punctuation for emphasis; capitalization for emphasis; script; playwriting
Procedure:
1. Students write dialogue for characters in key moments of the story.
2. Leader takes words, phrases and sentences from these suggestions and writes them on the board, so that the students
understand their script is actually being built from elements of their suggestions. (Note: Sometimes even small
words or reactions like “Wow!” “Ah! “What?” “Hmmm” are very important contributions. Lines are pieced together
from these suggestions.
3. Students read the new dialogue aloud. Some students could stand and act out the new dialogue to clarify character
traits, intention or degree of expression.
Suggestions for the Classroom Teacher:
Create “scenes” for other classroom explorations in history, science, language arts, etc. What could key figures say or
think?

LESSON 6 - BUILDING THE PLAY—Understanding the Elements
OBJECTIVE
Students begin attaching physicality and vocal variety to their dialogue. Movement, characterization and dialogue become the elements of performance.
Students will accomplish:
• Physicalizing their characters and their own dialogue
Materials:
Previously created scenes.

Common Core and Blueprint Concepts Addressed:

“Writing Standards, Production and Distribution of Writing: With guidance and support from adults, produce writing
in which the development and organization are appropriate to task and purpose.”
Key Concepts:
Acting; expression; gestures; emotions
Procedure:
1. In addition to usual vocal and physical warm-up, add New York City Community warm-up above. Do this for every
warm-up moving forward. This immediately reminds students to give their characters a physical life and adds vocal
expression.
2. Review scenes written and take turns physicalizing dialogue.
3. Explain that connecting the two is the basis of acting. When we are the Police Officer, or the Firefighter or the Rock
Star, when we are “frozen” in a pose, ask “How do I feel right now?” The students connect emotions or character
traits to the physicality of the people in our Community.
4. Review how punctuation gives clues to character expression.
Suggestions for the Classroom Teacher:
Note the connection between punctuation and expression in other literature.

LESSON 7 - BUILDING THE PLAY — Understanding Adaptation
OBJECTIVE
Students build entire scenes, adding characters and adjusting plotlines, (and using contemporary sentences and phrases,
if desired).
Students will accomplish:
• Adaptation
• Creating an original work
• Extrapolating a tale in a contemporary context, understanding its meaning today
Materials:
Paper; pens or pencils

Common Core and Blueprint Concepts Addressed:

“Writing Standards, Production and Distribution of Writing: With guidance and support from peers and adults,
develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, and editing.”
“Responding to Literature: Recognize and make connections in narratives, poetry, and drama to other texts, ideas,
cultural perspectives, personal events, and situations.”
Key Concepts:
Editing; collaboration; traditional vs. contemporary
Procedure:
1. Continue play writing
2. Add characters or dialogue to the story that give it an expanded life
3. If desired, provide contemporary dialogue to give the story immediacy and relevance to everyday life
Suggestions for the Classroom Teacher:
Discuss what other works have been adapted from a book or story to become plays, TV shows or movies.

LESSON 8 - BUILDING THE PLAY — Creating Dramatic Flow
OBJECTIVE
The play is developed and completed, connecting dialogue for scenes written by the students. Integrating text from the
original stories, the role of the “Narrator” is defined. (Students or groups of students will become the Narrator. This replicates the traditional Greek chorus.)
Students will accomplish:
• Understanding narration
• Seeing a finished work taking shape, based on their writing and suggestions
• Visually seeing text extracted from a story, combined with original written work
Materials:
Paper; pen or pencil

Common Core and Blueprint Concepts Addressed:

“Range of Reading and Level of Text Complexity: Actively engage in group reading activities with purpose and
understanding.”
Key Concepts:
Script; production
Procedure:
1. Having extracted text from the original story, integrate story text with the students’ dialogue.
2. Explain the role of the Narrator.
3. Read the new “play” out loud
Suggestions for the Classroom Teacher:
What other short plays can students read?

SAMPLE STUDENT WRITTEN SCRIPTS
207 Ms. Holness’ and Ms. Nicholarakis’ Class
WHY THE MOON HAS ONE EYE
This story comes from the Pueblo Native Americans, who lived in the Southwest. Their relatives still live in New Mexico
and Arizona.
NARRATOR: Long ago, the Moon and the Sun were made to watch over the children of the Earth. They are married.
The Sun is the husband and the Moon is the wife.
SUN: Look! Look at the children playing!
MOON: I love when people are nice. I love seeing the children happy!
NARRATOR: The Earth had light all the time. The Moon was bright all night and the Sun was bright all day. The children played. The birds flew. The animals ran around. The flowers and plants grew. They children said:
CHILDREN: Hooray! We are so happy!
NARRATOR: But it was never dark. It was hard for the children to rest. The flowers and trees grew and grew.
CHILDREN: We are so tired!
SUN: Look at them.
MOON: This is terrible. How can we help the children?
NARRATOR: They had to do something.
SUN: I will give up one eye so that it is not as bright during the day.
MOON: No, I will give up one eye so the children can sleep at night.
SUN: Thank you for being so generous, dear wife!
NARRATOR: The night was not as bright as the day. All of the children and the plants, birds and animals could rest.
CHILDREN: Thank you, Moon, for giving up one eye.
MOON: You’re welcome!
SUN: That’s my baby!
NARRATOR: The sun is too bright to look at, but when the Moon closes her eye little by little, we can see it in the sky.
The people remember and give thanks for her sacrifice.
ALL: YEAH!

309 Ms. Wishy’s Class
TURTLE’S RACE WITH WOLF
This story is from the Seminole Native Americans, who lived in Florida.
ALL: One day Mr. Turtle was sitting on the path eating grass. Mr. Wolf came along and said:
WOLF: What are you doing?
TURTLE: I’m just eating grass. Why?
WOLF: I want to race you.
TURTLE: Why would I do that?
WOLF: Because, if you don’t, I’m going to jump and jump and jump on your back!
TURTLE: OK. I’ll race you. Tomorrow morning we’ll race up and down the seven hills.
NARRATOR: Mr. Turtle found his six cousins, who looked just like him.
TURTLE: You have to help me trick the Wolf!
COUSINS: Got it!
NARRATOR: The next day, Mr. Turtle was at the bottom of the first hill.
TURTLE: I’m slow. So, you must start here and I will start at the top of this hill.
WOLF: All right, then. I’m going to win, little turtle.
NARRATOR: Mr. Turtle got to the top of the hill and sang:
TURTLE AND ALL:
You won’t catch me.
No! No! No!
You won’t catch me.
Uh-Uh. Uh!
You’ll be so tired
You’re gonna fall down.
NARRATOR: When Mr. Wolf reached the top, he could not find Mr. Turtle.
WOLF: What? Where are you?
NARRATOR: He looked over and saw the Mr. Turtle’s first cousin, who looked just like him, at the top of the next hill.
COUSIN 1:
You won’t catch me.
No! No! No!
You won’t catch me.

Uh-Uh. Uh!
You’ll be so tired
You’re gonna fall down.
WOLF: I will catch you on the NEXT hill!
NARRATOR: Mr. Wolf ran faster down the hill and up the next one. He saw Mr. Turtle’s second cousin at the top of the
third hill.
COUSIN 2:
You won’t catch me.
No! No! No!
You won’t catch me.
Uh-Uh. Uh!
You’ll be so tired
You’re gonna fall down.
WOLF: What’s going on here?
NARRATOR: It happened over and over again, at the top of each hill.
COUSINS 3, 4, 5, 6, 7:
You won’t catch me.
No! No! No!
You won’t catch me.
Uh-Uh. Uh!
You’ll be so tired
You’re gonna fall down
WOLF: Grrrr! I am frustrated. I WILL catch you!
NARRATOR: Mr. Wolf ran and ran. He ran until his feet hurt. He ran until his tongue was hanging out. Then he
dropped to the ground.
WOLF: I am exhausted!
TURTLE: A-ha! I won!
NARRATOR: Then Mr. Turtle and his Cousins danced around him, singing:
TURTLES:
You won’t catch me.
No! No! No!
You won’t catch me.
Uh-Uh. Uh!
You’ll be so tired
You’re gonna fall down.
ALL: Ever since then, no one dares to race the Turtle Family!
TURTLES: Oh, yeah! We are champions!

509 Ms. Joseph’s Class
THE GIRL WHO HELPED THUNDER
This is a story from the Lenape (Delaware) Native Americans, from the Northeast.
ALL: Long ago, in a village near The River That Flows With the Tide, there was a girl named Pretty Face.
PRETTY FACE: Oh yeah, I’m the prettiest girl in the whole world.
BOY #1: Oh! She is so pretty! (faints)
PRETTY FACE: I’m better than everybody. I’m the best girl in town and I deserve the best man.
NARRATOR: Then one day a strange person with beautiful wampum beads on his clothes came to town.
AMANKAMEK: Hey, come follow me. Come marry me! You could be my wife.
PRETTY FACE: You’re gorgeous! Yes I will. I just have to tell father first.
FATHER: We don’t know this strange man.
PRETTY FACE: Oh, please! I don’t care. He’s handsome. That’s all that matters.

AMANKAMEK: Hi, beautiful! Come with me.
PRETTY FACE: OK. I’ll follow you.
NARRATOR: She went into the river and did not drown. He took her to a village under water.
AMANKAMEK: This is my wigwam.
NARRATOR: Amankamek’s mom suddenly appeared, hissing.
AMANKAMEK’S MOTHER: How dare you bring this sssstrange girl here. Ssssshe’s not one of usssss.
AMANKAMEK: I’m going to get us some food.
NARRATOR: Just then Pretty Face realized who he was. He was no longer a good-looking man, but turned into a giant,
shiny snake.
PRETTY FACE: Oh no! Ahhh! Why do all the good-looking guys have to be cold-hearted!?

NARRATOR: Pretty Face needed help. She remembered the Thunder Being was the biggest enemy of the snake.
PRETTY FACE: Grandfather Thunder, please help me!
THUNDER: Quick! Follow the path to the surface. If you help me, I’ll help you.
PRETTY FACE: I’ll do as you say. I’m scared.
NARRATOR: Suddenly there was loud thunder! (NOISE!)
PRETTY FACE: Uh, you can save me anytime now.
NARRATOR: As she ran uphill all the snakes began to follow her.
SNAKES (ALL): Sssstop! Come back with usssss!!!
AMANKAMEK: Ssssweetheart! Ssseriously?? Come back! I’ll give you whatever you want.
PRETTY FACE: Get away from me, you lying snake.
NARRATOR: Oh, snap!
AMANKAMEK: I warned you! Now I will eat you!
NARRATOR: Then there was great thunder and lightning! (student: BOOM!) Strong hands pulled Pretty Face from the
water.
PRETTY FACE: Thank you, Grandfather Thunder, for saving me.
NARRATOR: Grandfather Thunder killed Amankamek with his lightning arrow.
PRETTY FACE: How can I repay you? I can’t go home. I am ashamed. What can I do?
THUNDER: You DID help me. Now you can live with my people in the sky. You are now one of us.
NARRATOR: And to this day, when the thunder rolls across the sky, the Lenape people remember the Girl Who Helped
Thunder and are reminded:

NARRATOR: #1
ALL: Be careful who you choose. Don’t judge a book by its cover.
NARRATOR: #2
ALL: Listen to your parents.
NARRATOR: And #3
ALL: Don’t trust strangers—even the handsomest ones!
903 Mr. Karber’s Class
THE COMING OF CORN
This story comes from the Choctaw Native Americans, who lived in the Southeast.
NARRATOR: Long ago, there was an orphan boy, named Jake. He made friends with a Crow, who he called Chris Crow.
JAKE: Hi, friend, what’s up?
CHRIS CROW: Hi friend, take this seed.
JAKE: Cool. Do you want to be friends?
CHRIS CROW: Yup. Thank you for the gift of this seed.
NARRATOR: Jake planted the seed and gave it water and sun so it could grow. The people made fun of him.
PEOPLE: Nothing is going to happen!
JAKE: When this grows you’ll be satisfied.
NARRATOR: The plant grew.
CORN: Look how big I am!
JAKE: You’re gonna eat the corn.
PERSON 1: Are you kidding?
PERSON 2: You’re being ridiculous.
PERSON 3: How did you get that seed?
JAKE: The crow gave it to me.
PERSON 4: It’s growing!
JAKE: I made the corn grow with rain and sunshine. Thank you, Chris Crow.

CHRIS CROW: You’re welcome, Jake.
NARRATOR: The corn grew tall and had lots of cobs.
CORN: Pick me! Pick my corn!
NARRATOR: The people loved it!
PERSON 1: This is delicious!
PERSON 2: It’s amazing!
JAKE: You can pop it too!
ALL: Let’s have a popcorn party!
NARRATOR: Jake told his people to remember the gift of Chris Crow.
JAKE: We must leave some corn every year for the crows to say thank you!
ALL: Thank you, Chris Crow!
409 Ms. M. Davis’ Class
THE BALL GAME BETWEEN THE BIRDS AND ANIMALS
This is a story from the Cherokee Native Americans, from the Southeast.
ALL: Long ago, the four-legged animals of the forest wanted to play a ball game against the birds of the sky.
MOUNTAIN LION: We’re cool. We’re going to win!
WOLF: We got this. We got this! What does the fox say?
FOX: Ding, ding, ding-ding, ding, ding DING!
BOBCAT: Let’s try our best to win!
DEER: Don’t be so confident. We may lose.
BEAR: No way! We HAVE to win!
NARRATOR: The birds of the sky had a good team too.
HAWK: We’re ready! Let’s go!
FALCON: We’re the fastest.
RAVEN: We have talons. We could grab the ball.
CROW: I’m not sure. They have four legs.

HUMMINGBIRD: You can be small and be a winner.
EAGLE: Let’s DO THIS!
NARRATOR: The night before the game, both teams had a big party.
PARTY song
NARRATOR: Then two small animals approached the Bear.
KINGFISHER AND SQUIRREL: May we join your team, please?
BEAR: (laughs) No! You guys are too small!
NARRATOR: They went to the birds instead.
KINGFISHER AND SQUIRREL: May we join your team, please?
EAGLE: Sure, if you can fly.
KINGFISHER AND SQUIRREL: But we don’t have wings.
EAGLE: We will make wings for you!
NARRATOR: The birds came up with ideas.
HAWK: Let’s take our old drum and use the top to make wings for the kingfisher.
FALCON: I’ll use my beat to cut the leather!
CROW: Oh no! There’s not enough leather for the squirrel.
HUMMINGBIRD: LIGHTBULB! Let’s stretch his skin!
HAWK: We did it! Now they both have wings.
BAT: I like these wings. Let’s get ready for the game!
FLYING SQUIRREL: We’re flying. We tested the wings. They are perfect!

NARRATOR: The next day the game started.
BEAR: Let’s win this game!
MOUNTAIN LION: Let’s get serious.
WOLF: I caught the ball!
FOX: We scored!
BOBCAT: We’re winning!
DEER: YES! We got a point!
BEAR: In your face, birds!!!
EAGLE: You don’t need to be rude. It’s just a game.
BAT: Please give us a chance.
NARRATOR: The bat and the flying squirrel played too.
EAGLE: We scored a point! One more to win!!!
FLYING SQUIRREL: I got the ball!
BAT & FLYING SQUIRREL: We scored! YES! WE WON!!!
NARRATOR: To this day, at night you may still see Bat and Flying Squirrel flying from tree to tree, ready to play another
game!
ALL: Let the games begin!
209 Ms. Rodriguez’s Class
THE ROUGH-FACE GIRL
This story comes from the Algonquin Native Americans, who lived in the Northeast, and through the United States and
Canada.
NARRATOR: There once was a girl who had a rough face because her two sisters made her work by the fire.
SISTER 1: Make that fire right now!
SISTER 2: You are ugly. I am ignoring you!
ROUGH-FACE GIRL: Please don’t say these mean things.
SISTER 1: You are not pretty.

SISTER 2: You will never get married.
SISTERS: We are pretty! We are going to marry The Invisible Being!
NARRATOR: The Sisters wore their best clothes and their best moccasins. They believed they could marry the very
powerful Invisible Being. They went to his wigwam. His sister stood in front.
INVISIBLE BEING’S SISTER: Where do you think you are going?
SISTER 1: We want to marry the Invisible Being.
SISTER 2: We’re so cool.
INVISIBLE BEING’S SISTER: What is my brother’s bow made of in his bow and arrow? What is the runner of his sled
made of?
SISTER 1: Uh…An oak tree?
SISTER 2: Yes! That sounds good!
INVISIBLE BEING’S SISTER: Wrong!
NARRATOR: They went home. The Rough Face Girl asked her father for nice clothes and nice moccasins.
ROUGH-FACE GIRL: I want to marry the Invisible Being too. May I have nice clothes and moccasins?
FATHER: I’m out of nice clothes. Your sisters took them.
NARRATOR: The Rough Face Girl made her own clothes from the bark of a tree. She wore her father’s old moccasins.
The people in the town laughed at her.
PEOPLE: Boo! You are ugly in that dress.
ROUGH-FACE GIRL: Well, I don’t care what people say. I think I’m pretty in my own way.
NARRATOR: On the way, she looked at nature.
ROUGH-FACE GIRL: I see the Invisible Being everywhere! Nature is awesome!
NARRATOR: At the Invisible Being’s wigwam, she saw his sister.

INVISIBLE BEING’S SISTER: What is my brother’s bow made of in his bow and arrow? What is the runner of his sled
made of?
ROUGH-FACE GIRL: The bow is a rainbow. The runner is the Milky Way.

INVISIBLE BEING’S SISTER: Great! Come inside!

NARRATOR: Inside the wigwam, the Invisible Being appeared.
INVISIBLE BEING: Isn’t she beautiful?
INVISIBLE BEING’S SISTER: Go wash in the river.

NARRATOR¬: Suddenly her skin was smooth and soft. Her hair was long and shiny.

INVISIBLE BEING: You were always beautiful inside. Your heart is kind. Will you marry me?
ROUGH-FACE GIRL: Yes, of course!
ALL: And they lived happily every after!
905 Ms. T. Grant’s Class
MAUSHOP, THE GOOD GIANT
This is a story from the Wampanoag Native Americans, from Massachusetts. These are the same people who helped the
Pilgrims survive.
ALL: Long ago, when the Earth was new, there was a great Giant named Maushop. Maushop loved the humans where he
lived.
MAUSHOP: Oh, I love you guys. I’ll do anything for you. I will always help you.
NARRATOR: He taught them how to do many things.
ALL: We need you! Thank you! You are the best teacher!
NARRATOR: But the people began to rely on him.

PERSON #1: We are cold.
PERSON #2: Can you cut down some trees?
PERSON #3: Can you carry them for us?
PERSON #4: Can you cut the wood?
PERSON #5: Can you make a fire for us?
NARRATOR: Maushop did all those things.
MAUSHOP: If you need anything else, call me, little friends!
NARRATOR: But that wasn’t enough.
PERSON #6: We are hungry.
PERSON #7: Can you bring us food?
NARRATOR: Maushop went in the ocean and caught lots of fish with his hands.
PERSON #8: We’re so lazy.
PERSON #9: Can you cut the fish for us?
NARRATOR: Maushop did more and more favors for his favorite humans.
MAUSHOP: I’m getting tired. You need to do some work.
NARRATOR: But the people were just lying on the ground.
ALL: Can you carry us? We are lazy!
MAUSHOP: You need to do things on your own. You need to work independently.
NARRATOR: And he walked toward the water.
ALL: Stay! Don’t leave us! We will work for ourselves!
MAUSHOP: You rely on me too much. I have to go. I will remember you. I am going into the ocean.
NARRATOR: He became a beautiful white whale and swam away. They learned a great lesson that they remember to
this day. Maushop taught them to care for themselves.

904 Mr. Pierre’s Class
HOW THE BUFFALO CAME TO BE
This story comes from the Sioux (Lacota) Native Americans, who lived in the Great Plains region (central) of the United
States.
NARRATOR: Long ago, the Locota people lived beneath the earth. They wondered what it was like above ground.
PERSON 1: We need sun in the underworld.
PERSON 2: Let’s go see nature.
PERSON 3: Let’s leave the underworld.
PERSON 4: Let’s get more food.
PERSON 5: Is it cool up there?
PERSON 6: Let’s go up!
PERSON 7: Are we there yet?
PERSON 8: We are almost there!
NARRATOR: Tatanka warned them not to go.
TATANKA: Life will be very hard above ground.
NARRATOR: The world was beautiful, but it was hard. It was hot in the summer, wet when it rained, and cold in the
winter. Food was hard to find. The people complained.
PERSON 1: Why are we here?
PERSON 2: We’re cold.
PERSON 3: I’m hot.
PERSON 4: The Earth is not easy.
PERSON 5: Life is difficult up here.
PERSON 6: Let’s go back.
PERSON 7: I’m hungry.
PERSON 8: We should have listened to Tatanka.
NARRATOR: Tatanka felt bad that they were suffering.
TATANKA: I will sacrifice myself for my people. Sacrifice is my destiny. I’m going to transform myself into a buffalo to

keep my tribe alive.
NARRATOR: He transformed into a buffalo. Then there were suddenly many of them to hunt.
TATANKA: Use every part of me. I want my people to have a legacy. I am the life of your tribe.
PERSON 1: Thank you for letting us eat this meat.
PERSON 2: We can make clothes, too.
PERSON 3: Thanks for the many buffalo.
PERSON 4: Thanks for all of nature.
PERSON 5: Thank you for your sacrifice.
PERSON 6: We have a legacy.
PERSON 7: And ancestors!
PERSON 8: And a future!
ALL: And that’s why they are called The Buffalo Nation!

LESSON 9 - REHEARSING THE PLAY — The Production
OBJECTIVE
Students are assigned roles and rehearse the production. Sharing of roles is encouraged. Varying the role of the Narrator,
in previously assigned groups, or the occasional single speaker, could make for dynamic choral reading. The script may
or may not be memorized.
Students will accomplish:
• Choral reading
• Following direction
• Memorization
• Stronger practice skills through repetition
Materials:
Scripts; puppets; props as needed

Common Core and Blueprint Concepts Addressed:

“Blueprint for Theatre: Staging
Students will be able to:
• Recognize and respect the designated playing area and personal space in activities, group sharings and performances.
• Understand and use basic vocabulary related to stage directions and areas of the stage.
• Demonstrate appropriate onstage and offstage behavior.
• Make appropriate use of costumes and props in activities, sharings and performances.”
Key Concepts:
Rehearsal; director; chorus and/or ensemble
Procedure:
1. Complete all scenic, puppet and costume items.
2. Assign roles so that students get as much shared “stage” time as possible—sharing roles, breaking the Narrator
into groups, sharing puppets. Try to encourage students to break out of their comfort level just a bit and immerse
themselves into the world of the characters, based on the character traits they’ve created.
3. Remember to incorporate the breathing, volume, diction and enunciation skills developed during the weekly warm-ups.
4. Continue the rehearsal process—review and repeat. Repeat as often as possible, perhaps throughout the week.
Suggestions for the Classroom Teacher:
Can the art teacher, music teacher, dance teacher or other teachers assist in the development of the production to further
the collaborative process?
For instance, in this presentation, one third grade class sang a basic chant created by the school’s Music teacher, with
lyrics adapted by the teaching artist and students themselves. The story was “Turtle’s Race With Wolf.” The lyric became:
You won’t catch me.
No, no, no.
You won’t catch me.
Uh, uh, uh.
You’ll be so tired
You’re gonna fall down.

LESSON 10 - PERFORMING THE PLAY — Show Time
OBJECTIVE
Students perform their adaptations of Native American Folktales.
Students will accomplish:
Students will experience the thrill of performance, successfully working in groups and developing a sense of
accomplishment.
Materials:
Necessary scenic, costume, puppet and prop elements.

Common Core and Blueprint Concepts Addressed:

“Presentation of Knowledge and Ideas: Report on a topic or text, tell a story, or recount an experience with appropriate
facts and relevant, descriptive details, speaking clearly at an understandable pace.”
Key Concepts:
Teamwork
Procedure:
1. Students assemble in a classroom, along with teachers, principals and invited guests for final performance.
2. Teacher, Teaching Artist or students introduce production and its creation
3. Students perform their plays
Suggestions for the Classroom Teacher:
Choose another Native American folktale to create and perform a smaller-scale classroom adaptation. Or choose
another “Cinderella” story from another culture to adapt. Nearly every culture has some form of a Cinderella story.

ART MAKING EXTENSION Wampum

RESPONSE FROM TEACHERS
PUPPETRY IN PRACTICE RESIDENCY
TEACHER REFLECTION
PS 159 — Brooklyn
Spring 2015
It’s hard to believe we are at the end of the 10-week residency! What an honor it was to work with you and get to know
your students! Puppetry in Practice is truly a literacy-based, process-driven program. We ask that you take a few moments
to reflect on the process of the past months. Consider the studying of the tales and their origins; character analysis and
connecting physicality to character traits; storyboarding; identifying key scenes; vocal and physical warm-ups; vocal
presentation, diction and vocal clarity; combining physicality and vocabulary; theatre games to enhance collaboration and
focus; the creation of an adaptation through classroom collaboration; and the performance of the original adaptations.
1. WHAT DO YOU DETERMINE TO BE THE STRENGTHS OF THE PROGRAM AS RELATED TO YOUR
STUDENTS? (DID ANYTHING SURPRISE YOU?)
My students were part of the process of adapting a book into a play. Students became attached to the characters
through hearing them repetitively and writing lines for them. Students became an active part of their literacy
development.
2. DID YOU NOTICE SIGNIFICANT GROWTH IN STUDENTS BY BEING ENGAGED IN THIS
MULTIPRONGED PROCESS? (IF SO, PLEASE GIVE EXAMPLES. BE AS DETAILED AS POSSIBLE.)
Seeing Mitsrana, explode with expression showed such growth it was beyond touching.
3. DID YOU OBSERVE TECHNIQUES THAT YOU COULD APPLY TO YOUR CLASSROOM TEACHING? IF
SO, WHAT?
I will continue to apply vocabulary in connection with movement as I learned from PIP. I love that PIP points out
Latin bases as well as incorporating phonics so that all can be involved.
4. WHAT ELSE WOULD YOU LIKE US TO KNOW?
The students really enjoy the program. (Ms. Wishy ELL)
PUPPETRY IN PRACTICE RESIDENCY
TEACHER REFLECTION
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Spring 2015
1. WHAT DO YOU DETERMINE TO BE THE STRENGTHS OF THE PROGRAM AS RELATED TO YOUR
STUDENTS? (DID ANYTHING SURPRISE YOU?)
I have noticed my students have a richer vocabulary usage and a deeper understanding of connections between
literature and roles in their lives. They talk about the plays and often revert to scenes when reading other stories.

2. DID YOU NOTICE SIGNIFICANT GROWTH IN STUDENTS BY BEING ENGAGED IN THIS
MULTIPRONGED PROCESS? (IF SO, PLEASE GIVE EXAMPLES. BE AS DETAILED AS POSSIBLE.)
Many of my students seem to have come out of their shell. Some are more verbal and others want to act all the time.
Its really cute to see how comfortable they have become with the (English) language. Just the other day while we were
reading a story from our reader a student asked me if we could act it out like Mr. Perreca did. They really enjoyed your
work!!!
3. DID YOU OBSERVE TECHNIQUES THAT YOU COULD APPLY TO YOUR CLASSROOM TEACHING? IF
SO, WHAT?
Yes, you showed me how I can turn a text or short story into a script with the help of student feedback. I didn't think
this was possible in a second grade setting but I learned it isn't impossible. Also, the tongue twisters and the body
motion exercises were both great and enjoyable. Not to mention the art that went along with the acting...nice touch! The
students learned that acting requires more than just creating and learning lines.
4. WHAT ELSE WOULD YOU LIKE US TO KNOW?
Just wanted to say "thank you." You have enriched our horizons
and made learning truly fun. Please come back and work with my class anytime, mi casa - su casa.
Aura Rodriguez (2-204 ELL)
PUPPETRY IN PRACTICE RESIDENCY
TEACHER REFLECTION
PS 159 — Brooklyn
Spring 2015
1. WHAT DO YOU DETERMINE TO BE THE STRENGTHS OF THE PROGRAM AS RELATED TO YOUR
STUDENTS? (DID ANYTHING SURPRISE YOU?)
I felt that this was a positive experience for my Special Needs class. My students did not feel pressured because the story
came from them. They were excited to act out their own stories. What surprised me was the excitement they had to
perform in front of their fellow schoolmates.
2. DID YOU NOTICE SIGNIFICANT GROWTH IN STUDENTS BY BEING ENGAGED IN THIS
MULTIPRONGED PROCESS? (IF SO, PLEASE GIVE EXAMPLES. BE AS DETAILED AS POSSIBLE.)
The growth was evident especially with my ELL Students. They were more open to speak English as I have had a difficult
time in the past getting them to participate orally in class.
3. DID YOU OBSERVE TECHNIQUES THAT YOU COULD APPLY TO YOUR CLASSROOM TEACHING? IF
SO, WHAT?
The technique of using movement to express emotion was one that worked best with my class. Students enjoyed getting
up and moving. This I will continue to practice in my classroom
4. WHAT ELSE WOULD YOU LIKE US TO KNOW?
Students were excited every Monday knowing that Mr. P was coming. They kept asking today if Mr. Perreca was coming
today. It felt sad when they realized the program was over. They really looked forward to it. I felt that Monday attendance
improved due to the fact they knew they would be having Puppetry.

TALES from
ANCIENT EGYPT
IMMERSIVE THEATER for
MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS
Middle school-age students’ fascination with superheroes and superhuman phenomena becomes the
basis of an exploration of Ancient Egyptian folktales and Egyptian gods and goddesses. This residency
gives students the opportunity to complete an unfinished story discovered in an ancient tomb, where the
ending washed away the hieroglyphics over time. Play writing and performance skills enhance verbal
and written communication.

CREATING an EGYPTIAN GOD

GODS & GODDESSES
Most Egyptian gods represented one principle aspect of the world: Ra was the sun god, for
example, and Nut was goddess of the sky. The characters of the gods were not clearly defined.
Most were generally benevolent but their favor could not be counted on. Some gods were
spiteful and had to be placated. Some, such as Neith, Sekhmet, and Mut, had changeable
characters. The god Seth, who murdered his brother Osiris, embodied the malevolent and
disordered aspects of the world.
The physical form taken on by the various Egyptian gods was usually a combination of
human and animal, and many were associated with one or more animal species. And an animal
could express a deity’s mood. When a god was angry, she might be portrayed as a ferocious
lioness; when gentle, a cat. The convention was to depict the animal gods with a human body
and an animal head. The opposite convention was sometimes used for representations of a
king, who might be portrayed with a human head and a lion’s body, as in the case of the Sphinx.
Sphinxes might also appear with other heads, particularly those of rams or falcons.
Many deities were represented only in human form. Among these were such very ancient
figures as the cosmic gods Shu of the air, Geb of the earth, the fertility god Min, and the
craftsman Ptah. There were a number of minor gods that took on grotesque forms, including
Bes, a dwarf with a mask-like face, and Taurt, a goddess whose physical form combined the
features of a hippopotamus and a crocodile.

ADAPTING the STORY

SAMPLE STUDENT WRITTEN SCRIPTS

PERFORMING

STUDENT EVALUATIONS
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